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Classification of two-orbit varieties

Stéphanie Cupit-Foutou

Abstract. We obtain the classification of two-orbit varieties, i.e. the normal complete complex
algebraic varieties on which a reductive complex algebraic group acts with two orbits. We prove
also Luna's conjecture saying that these varieties are spherical, i.e. admit a dense orbit of a

Borel subgroup.
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1. Introduction

Our base field is the field C of complex numbers. We study normal complete
algebraic varieties X endowed with an action of a connected reductive algebraic
group G admitting a dense orbit G-x. The stabilizer H of a point of the dense orbit
will be called genenc stabilizer. Clearly, H is parabolic if and only if X G • x.

If H is connected, Borel showed in [4] that the homogeneous space G/H has

at most two ends, i.e. the complement X \ G • x has at most two connected

components. When X \ G ¦ x is disconnected, the generic stabilizer contains a

maximal unipotent subgroup U of G. This property results from the connectedness
(proved in [3, 11]) of the £/-fixed point set of X. In this situation, the varieties X
share other peculiarities which were clarified by Ahiezer in [1] where he studied
and classified these objects.

This article deals with the situation where X \ G ¦ x is a single orbit and in
particular connected. Actually, this case appears as the most natural and "simplest"
one to consider after the case of projective homogeneous varieties (Grassmanianns,
flag varieties, etc.). We call such varieties two-orbit G-varieties or simply two-orbit
varieties when no confusion is possible.

Some of these varieties have been studied before. In [2] Ahiezer gave a classification

of the pairs [G, H) such that G ¦ x G/H admits a compactification X by
one homogeneous divisor. This list was independently obtained by Huckleberry
and Snow [12] in the more general context of kählenan varieties. Later, Brion gave
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in [7, 8] a purely algebraic approach to these results using the general theory of
embeddings developed by Luna and Vust (see [14]). Finally, Feldmüller classified
in [10] all pairs (G, H) giving raise to two-orbit varieties whose closed orbit is of
codimension 2.

The aim of this paper is to give the complete classification of two-orbit varieties

and to prove Luna's conjecture saying that two-orbit varieties are spherical,
i.e. admit a dense orbit of a Borel subgroup B of G. In particular, two-orbit
varieties contain only finitely many B-orbits. We refer the reader to [14, 6] for an
introduction to spherical varieties.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my adviser Peter Littelmann for his
constant support. I am also grateful to Michel Brion for his advice and remarks
about my PhD thesis in which I obtained the results presented in this paper
(see [9]).

Note added in proof. After this article has been submitted I learned from
Alexander Smirnov that he had found a similar classification.

2. Notation and main results

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group. We fix a Borel subgroup B and a

maximal torus T in B. Let $ be the root system of G, we denote $+ C $ the set
of positive roots relative to B and A C $+ the set of simple roots corresponding
to B. In case of a simple group G, we enumerate the simple roots as in [5]

and when it is more convenient, we use the short notation of [loc. cit.] for the
description of positive roots. For example, if G is of type F±, 1111 stands for the
root ai+«2+a3 + a4- Given some roots 71,... ,7,,, we put (71,..., 7,,} SjQ7jn$.

As usual, we denote the Lie algebra of any connected algebraic subgroup H of
G by the corresponding small gothic letter [j. In particular, we have q Lie G
and t Lie T. For a root a of G, we have the corresponding root group Ua with
Lie algebra Qa. We let Ya be any non-zero element of qo so that CYa Qa.

Throughout this article, X will be a two-orbit G-variety. If G • x is the dense

orbit and G• y is the closed one, we have: X G -xUG -y C1(G• x) (the closure
of G • x). An embedding of an homogeneous space G/H is a normal G-variety X'
together with a G-equivariant open embedding G/H —> X'. Thus, X together
with the inclusion G • x C X is a complete embedding of G/H with two orbits
where H Gx.

The following proposition collects some important properties of complete varieties

with two orbits.

Proposition 2.1. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group.

(i) A two-orbit G-variety X is projective. More precisely, X is G-equivariantly
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isomorphic to a closed subvariety of P(V) where V is a rational representation
ojG.

(ii) Let X' be a protective G-variety with two orbits. Then the normalization

'(] : X' —> X' is bijective. In particular, X' is a two-orbit G-variety.

(iii) Let H G G be a closed subgroup and H° its identity component. Then there
is a natural bijective correspondence between the two-orbit varieties with generic
stabilizer H and those with generic stabilizer H°.

(iv) The radical R(G) of G acts trivially on every two-orbit G-variety.

Proof, (i) By Sumihiro [16, Theorem 1] the closed orbit has a quasi-projective
G-stable neighbourhood which has to be all ol X.

(ii) From the birationality oîrj it follows that X' has a dense G-orbit isomorphic
to the dense orbit G-x' of X'. Since r\ is finite and the stabilizer of the closed orbit
G ¦ y' in X' is connected, the inverse image r]^1(G ¦ y1) is a finite union of closed

orbits which are mapped isomorphically onto G ¦ y'. If there were more than one
then, using again the connectedness of the £/-fixed point set, U would have a fixed
point in G ¦ x' hence a fixed point z' in G ¦ x'. Since X' is projective it follows that
the closure C1(T • z') has at least two T-fixed points ([13, Theorem 25.2]) and so

B TU would fix at least two points in X' which is impossible.

(iii) Clearly, if X is a complete two-orbit embedding of G/H°, G/H inherits

a complete two-orbit embedding given by X/T where F is the finite group
H/H°. Conversely, if Z is a two-orbit variety with dense orbit G ¦ z and stabilizer

Gz H then we consider the normalization X of Z in the field extension

C(G/H°)/C(G/H). It follows that X has a dense orbit G ¦ x with stabilizer
Gx H° and that Z is the quotient by F. The same arguments as in (ii) show

that X is a two-orbit variety.

(iv) If the action of R(G) on a two-orbit G-variety is non-trivial then the fixed
point set XRtyG^ will have at least two connected components [3]. But clearly,
XRtyG^ is equal to the closed G-orbit which is connected. D

As a consequence, we will assume from now on that G is semisimple. Moreover,
part (iii) of the proposition above allows us to restrict our classification to the
situation where the generic stabilizer is connected.

Before stating the main results, we have to introduce another construction,
called parabolic induction. Let us give first an example.

Let G be a simple group of rank 2 and A a dominant weight such that (A, a\) >
1 and (A, a^) 0, where (•, •) is the Killing form of g and a^ the coroot associated
to the simple root aj. We consider the irreducible G-module V(X) associated
to A, a weight vector v\-ai G V(X) of weight A — o.\ and we denote by [w>_ai]
the corresponding element in the projective space P(V(A)). Let P D B be the

parabolic subgroup associated to ct\. Then Cl(P • [i^_ai]) C P(V(A)) is a P-
variety with two P-orbits, namely P ¦ [v\] and P ¦ [v\-ai]. Note that the strict
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inequality (X,a() > 1 guarantees that [vx] and [w>_ai] are not in the same P-
orbit. And in turn, Cl (G • [vX-ai]) G ¦ Cl(P • [vX-ai]) and G xP Cl(P • [vX-ai])
are G-varieties with two G-orbits. We have an obvious G-equivariant morphism
G Xp Cl(P • [«A-aJ) —> Cl(G • [«A-aJ)- This morphism is an isomorphism on
the open G-orbits and corresponds to the projection G/B —> G/Q on the closed
G-orbits where Q D B is the parabolic subgroup associated to «2-

This example motivates the following notion inspired by Luna's work [15]

(see also [2]). Prom now on, a two-orbit P-variety, for P a parabolic subgroup
of G, is a normal complete P-variety with two P-orbits on which the unipotent
radical of P acts trivially.

Definition. A two-orbit G-variety X is said to be obtained by parabolic induction
from a pair (P, Y) if P C G is a parabolic subgroup and Y a two-orbit P-variety
such that

(i) the (full) radical of P acts trivially on Y;
(ii) there exists a P-equivariant injective morphism tp : Y —> X inducing a

birational morphism G Xp Y —> X.
A two-orbit variety is cuspidal if it can not be obtained by parabolic induction.

Remark. If X is obtained from (P, 1") by parabolic induction then it is obvious
that X is spherical if and only if the two-orbit L-variety Y is spherical where
L P/Up, Up being hte unipotent radical of P.

Theorem 2.2. (i) As an embedding of its dense G-orbit, a two-orbit G-variety
obtained by parabolic induction from a pair (P, Y) is completely determined (up to

isomorphism) by its closed G-orbit and by the P-variety Y.
(ii) Each (non cuspidal) two-orbit variety is obtained by parabolic induction

from a unique pair (P, Z) such that Z is cuspidal.

This result allows to restrict the classification to cuspidal two-orbit varieties. In
the sections 5 and 6 we determine the possible pairs (G, H) where G is semisim-
ple and H C G is the generic stabilizer of a two-orbit G-variety (see the first
two columns of the table). Then we use the theory of Luna-Vust to show that
for these pairs the homogeneous space G/H admits a unique complete two-orbit
embedding(see the last column of the table). Thus we get our main result.

Theorem 2.3. The cuspidal two-orbit varieties are obtained as embeddings of the

homogeneous spaces G/H with (G, [)) listed in the first two columns of the table.

In particular, G is simple or equal to SL2 x SL2, in this situation. Moreover, each

such G/H has exactly one complete two-orbit embedding given in the last column
of the table.

Corollary 2.4. Two-orbit varieties are spherical.



Cuspidal two-orbit varieties <!

00

SL2 x SL2, 5[2 (diagonally embedded), P3 compactification of SL2 o

SL3, Lie(ker(«i - a2)) ®C(Yai +Ya2) 0 A nilpotent and Az 0}

fl[n, Pn X Pn*

5>O2„+i, 502„, Q(2n+1)

with *=(±a2,...,±an_i, a„, ei+en>, G /Px x. G /Pn

with insl2eC Lie(ker(£l + 2e2 -e3)),

5
Spin7, g2, Q(8) action induced by SO%?, g.

5'



Cuspidal two-orbit varieties (continuation) ot

sp2xsp2n_2> Gr(2n;2)

Sp2n, i© 0fla with *= (±a2,...,±a„,2ei), {(£, P) £ P2n x Gr(2n; 2) : £ C P}
aE*

SO2n, 502n-i, Q(2n)

F4, 5pin9, E6/P6

m

7-, /TN ¦ j-1 t /i I 11 um ^l( ^ ' K^Â /?) C Jr(rfCc'i) (B) r f LÜA O
^4, t© HH fla With W (±«2, «3, ±«4, >-LZU), v ,01111 5^^ A — UJ\ -\- UJa, P — 1111 ^.

F. aE(1121,1221,0121, a3)4'
a a4, /? 1231

with tng2©C Lie(ker(a4 + 1232)),

G2, t© 0fla with * $+ \{a2,ai +a2}, G xB S3

aE*

G2, i© ^j3fla with * $+\ {ai,ai + a2}, GxBS2
aE*

G2) IS 0 fla With * {-a2}U$+\ {«!,«! +a2}, G.2firro2P2
,-fl f fD,rr ^2^^ with P2 compactmcation of Pi/ii C2

C?2, ^[3, Q(7) action induced by SOrJs
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Remark. In the first column, we list the group acting on the two-orbit variety
designed in the last column. In the second column, we have the corresponding
(connected) generic stabilizer. We denote the Grassmannian of m-planes in Cn

by Gr(n; m), the n — 1-dimensional quadric Q(n) C Pn with the natural action of
SOn given by g ¦ [zq : z'\ [zq : g ¦ z'\ and by £& the Hirzebruch surface.

3. General properties

We first work out the case of two-orbit S^-varieties.

Proposition 3.1. The two-orbit Shi-varieties are P1xP1 and P2 with the obvious
actions of Shi. The respective generic stabilizers are the maximal torus T and its
normalizer.

Proof. Recall that an S^-orbit is projective if and only if it is of dimension 0

or 1. Since 3-dimensional S^-orbits are affine this implies that a two-orbit SL2-
variety X has dimension 2. It follows that the maximal torus T fixes at least three
points of X ([13, Theorem 25.2]). Thus the generic stabilizer H contains T and

so H is either T or its normalizer H Nsl2{T). This, in turn, implies that G/H
is affine and so the closed orbit has dimension 1. Now the canonical inclusions

SL2/T -4 P1 x P1 and SL2/NG{T) -? P2 extend to equivariant birational maps
X —> P1 x P1 or X —> P2. But since the locus of indeterminacy of such a map has

codimension greater or equal than 2 and is G-stable it follows that these maps are
regular and hence isomorphisms. D

From now on, the group G is of rank greater or equal than 2. Let us start
by studying locally the two-orbit G-variety X. Consider y the B-fixed point of
X and P its stabilizer in G. The group P is parabolic and PUL will be its Levi
decomposition such that T C L. By [6, Theorem 1.4], there exists an affine
Instable subvariety Z of X such that dimZ > 1 and Z D G ¦ y {y}. Using the fact
that T-orbits are affine, it is easy to see that an affine T-variety containing fixed

points also contains 1-dimensional orbits if the action is not trivial. Therefore,
there is a generic element x of X such that codim^Tj; < 1. In other words, we
have just obtained

Proposition 3.2. The ranks of the algebraic group G and of the generic stabilizer
differ at most by 1.

Definition. A two-orbit G-variety is said to be of type I if the ranks of G and of
the generic stabilizer are equal. Otherwise, it is said of type II.

Suppose that the generic element x is such that the torus T° is a maximal torus
of Gx. Let 1/ be the centralizer in G of T°. Then, by the above proposition, 1/
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is equal to T or is a Levi subgroup of semisimple rank 1. We are going to prove
that the latter possibility can not occur i. e.

Proposition 3.3. The maximal tori of the generic stabilizer are regular tori of
the group G.

For this, we will need the following

Lemma 3.4. Let H be a subgroup of G and S a torus of G. Consider L the

identity-component of the centralizer in G of S. Then the connected components
of(G/H)s, the S-fixed points ofG/H, are exactly given by its L-orbits.

Proof. We prove this standard statement on the corresponding tangent spaces. Let
z G (G/H)s such that Gz H. We consider the tangent space TZ((G/H)S) at z.
The lemma follows from the isomorphisms:

TZ((G/Hf) (Q/t))s Qs/t)s \/{z. D

Proof of Proposition 3.3. We proceed by contradiction; suppose that V ^ T and
consider the projective L'-variety C1(Z/ • x) in X. Since T° ^ T, it is actually a

ST^-variety with more than two S^-orbits (see Proposition 3.1). More precisely,
C1(Z/ • x) \ V ¦ x is a finite union of closed L'-orbits of dimension < 1 all contained
in G ¦ y because of Lemma 3.4. Therefore (see also the proof of Proposition 3.1),
the L'-variety C1(Z/ • x) is of dimension 2.

Let Bli be the Borel subgroup of L' equal to B n L' and Uli its unipotent
radical. Since C1(Z/ • x) \ L' ¦ x is not connected there exists an element x' in L' ¦ x
fixed by Ul' (see again the corresponding argument given in the introduction).
Thus, C1(Z/ • x1) V ¦ C\{BL> ¦ x1) V ¦ C1(T • x'). Moreover, T° fixes obviously x'
so, by Proposition 3.2, T° T°,. If yi and y2 denote the T-fixed points in Cl(T-x')
then Cl(L' ¦ x) L' ¦ xU L' ¦ y\ U L' ¦ y2. The variety Cl(L' ¦ x), being 2-dimensional,
has at least three T-fixed points, (see [13, Theorem 25.2]). Therefore, y\ and y2

can not be simultaneously fixed by V. Suppose that V -y\^ y\ and consider the
element y' satisfying C1(T • y') V ¦ y\. Then we get

T°,=T°,, dim(T • x') dim(T • y') 1 and Vl e C\(T ¦ x') DC\(T ¦ y').

It results from the lemma below that y2 G L ¦ y\ which is incompatible with the
fact that C1(Z/ • x) has more than two L-orbits. Thus the assumption L' ^ T was
absurd - which proves Proposition 3.3. D

Lemma 3.5. Let x and z be two elements of a projective G-variety such that

z 1 and T° T°.

Let Z C1(T • x) U C1(T ¦ z). If all T-fixed points ZT are contained m a single
projective G-orbit then ZT consists either of two or of four points.
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Proof. By embedding the given projective G-variety G-equivariantly into the pro-
jective space of a G-module, we can write the elements x and z as: x [vMl +

• • • + vfj,r] with v^ ^ 0 for all «'s and z [vUl + + vUs\ with vv. ^ 0 for all j's.
By assumption, the weights /xj (resp. Vj) sit on a same affine line Dx (resp. Dz)
and moreover,

ker(Ml - Mr)° T° T° ker^i - va)°.

From these equalities, we can deduce that the lines Dx and Dz are parallel or equal.
The first situation clearly yields four T-fixed points in Z. Concerning the second

one, we have to show that there are actually only two T-fixed points in Z. For
this, we name the weights /xj and Vj in order to have ZT {[vMl], [v^], [vVl\, \vVa\}.
Since ZT is entirely contained in one single projective G-orbit, its elements are all
conjugated by the Weyl group W of G. And in particular, the weights /xi, y(xr, v\
and vs are extremal points of the convex hull of W ¦ \i\. Therefore, if Dx Dz
then the T-fixed points of C1(T • x) and of C1(T • z) must coincide. D

As a consequence of Proposition 3.3, we have:

Corollary 3.6. Consider two elements x and z of the dense G-orbit of a two-
orbit variety such that T° (resp. T°) is a maximal torus of Gx (resp. Gz). Then
z G Ng{T) ¦ x; in particular, if x and z are B-conjugated they are actually T-
conjugated.

4. Parabolic induction

This section is the main step to the classification of two-orbit varieties. It consists

essentially in proving that the problem of classifying the two-orbit varieties can
be reduced to a subclass of two-orbit varieties called cuspidal, i.e. the two-orbit
varieties which can not be obtained by parabolic induction (see section 2).

4.1. Statements

Proposition 4.1. If X is obtained by parabolic induction from a pair (P,Y) then
as an embedding of its open G-orbit it is completely determined (up to isomorphism)

by its closed G-orbit and by the P-variety Y.

Proof. Suppose the parabolic subgroup P contains the Borel subgroup B and
consider the Borel subgroup B~ such that B n B~ T. By the theory of Luna
and Vust on embeddings of homogeneous varieties (see [14]), we know that X is

completely determined (up to isomorphism) by its G-stable prime divisors and by
the B~-stable prime divisors of its dense G-orbit whose closure in X contains the
closed G-orbit (see Theorem 8.3 of [loc. cit.]).
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Note that if the closed G-orbit of X is a divisor, the proposition follows easily
since the birational morphism G Xp Y —> X is an isomorphism. Therefore, in the
rest of the proof, we suppose that it is not the case.

Let L be the Levi subgroup of P such that T C L and B^ its Borel subgroup
such that B^ B~P\L. Consider the G-equivariant morphism ty : GxpY —> G/P.
Let D be any B~-stable prime divisor of the dense G-orbit of X (or equivalently
of G Xp Y). Then ir(D) is dense in G/P or it is contained in a B~-stable divisor
of G/P.

Suppose that tt(_D) is dense in G/P. Then there exists a B^-stable prime
divisor Dy of the dense P-orbit of Y such that B~ ¦ Dy C D. Therefore, the
closure of D in X contains the closed G-orbit of X if and only if the closure of Dy
in Y contains the closed P-orbit of Y. The proposition follows in this case.

Suppose now that ir(D) is contained in a B~-stable divisor of G/P. Then the
closure of D in G x p Y, say D, is the inverse image by tt of a B~-stable divisor of
G/P and the intersection of D with the closed G-orbit of G Xp Y is a divisor D'.
Therefore, the closure of D in X contains the closed G-orbit of X if and only if
the image of D' through if (morphism given by the définition of the pair (P, Y))
is the closed G-orbit of X. This ends the proof of the proposition. D

We can put an order < on the set of induction pairs of X, defined naturally,
for two pairs (Pi, Yi) and (P2, Y2), by:

(PuYi) < (P2,y2) if Pi Ç P2 and ^i(Yi) C ^2(y2),

where y>i and y>2 are morphisms given by the définition (see section 2) of the
induction pairs (Pi, Yi) and {P-2,Y-2) respectively.

Theorem 4.2. The set of induction pairs of a two-orhit variety (endowed with the

order <) has an unique minimal element.

4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2

In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we will give an explicit construction of the minimal
induction pair.

Let us consider an induction pair (P, Y) of X and two elements x and z in the
dense G-orbit of X. Suppose that B ¦ x and B ¦ z are closed in G • x. This means
that Bx (resp. Bz) contains a Borel subgroup of Gx (resp. Gz) and in particular,
Bx (resp. Bz) contains a maximal torus of Gx (resp. Gz). Let S\ C Bx (resp.
5*2 C Bz) be such a torus and S\ D S\ (resp. S2 D S2) a maximal torus of B.
Then, by considering the elements x' b\ ¦ x and z' 62 • z for elements b\ and
62 of B such that S\ b^1Tb\ and S2 b^lTb27 one can show that T°, (resp.
T°,) is a maximal torus of Gx> (resp. Gz/). Therefore, by Corollary 3.6, x' and z'

are conjugated by an element n G Ng{T). Moreover, because of the choice made
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on B ¦ x and on B ¦ z, one can show by a short computation that n is in fact an
element of P. We have got:

Lemma 4.3. If X is obtained from a pair (P,Y) by parabolic induction then the

B-orbits which are closed in the dense G-orbit are in the same P-orbit of X. In
particular, they are contained in <p(Y) for <p a morphism given by the definition of

Let x be a generic element of X such that B ¦ x is closed in G ¦ x and T° is

a maximal torus of Gx. Denote Gx by H. Let P\ be the parabolic subgroup of
G generated by B, H and the elements n of Nq{T) such that Bn ¦ x is closed in
G-x. By construction, for all pairs (P, Y), we have: P\ C P and X\ Cl(Pi -x) C

f{Y). However, X\ may not be a two-orbit Pi-variety. More precisely, we have:

X\ n G ¦ x Pi • x but an analogous equality may not hold for X\ n G ¦ y (y a

T-fixed element of the closed orbit in Xi). So, instead of Pi, we have to consider
the parabolic subgroup Ph of G generated by Pi and the elements w G W such

that w ¦ y G Xi. Thus, XH Cl(PH ¦ x) Cl(PH ¦ Xi) has two P^-orbits with
PH CP and XH C y{Y).

Finally, let us consider the normalization tt : Xh —> Xh of Xh ¦ The pair
(Ph,Xh) is the required element.

Proposition 4.4. The pair (Ph,Xh) is an induction pair; this is the minimal
element for the set of induction pairs of X.

We already know (see section 2) that the variety Xh is a two-orbit P#-variety
and that tt is bijective (so in particular, tt(Xh) Xh)- Therefore by construction,
the minimal condition is fulfilled by (Xh,Ph,^), that is ty(Xh) C <ß(Y) and

Pjj C P for any induction pair (P, Y, y>) of X. So we are left to prove that the
radical of Ph acts trivially on Xh- For this, we use the following

Proposition 4.5. Let Y be a projective Q-variety with two Q-orbits, Q being a

parabolic subgroup of G containing B. Consider an element z of its dense Q-orbit
such that B ¦ z is closed in Q ¦ z and T° is a maximal torus of Qz. Suppose that
the radical of Q does not act trivially on Y. Then the orbit L ¦ z is complete for a

Levi subgroup L of Q containing the torus T.

Proof of Proposition 4-4- According to Proposition 4.5 applied to Xh, Ph Ph^
and x G Xh, if we prove that L ¦ x is not complete, Proposition 4.4 will follow.
If T° ^ T, that L ¦ x is not complete is obvious. Consider then the other case:

T° T. If a is a simple root of Ph such that Ua <f_ Gx then (because of the
assumption made on B ¦ x) saBsa n Gx contains a Borel subgroup of Gx. In
other words, Bsa ¦ x is closed in Ph • x and by définition of Ph, it means that

C L. To conclude that L ¦ x is not complete, we only need to observe that
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C1(L • x) contains a T-fixed point of the closed G-orbit of X (because Cl(Ua ¦ x)
does by Corollary 3.6). D

Proof of Proposition 4-5. First of all, note that the radical of Q acts trivially on
the closed Q-orbit of Y. So the proposition relies only on the dense Q-orbit.

Let us start with the case: T° ^ T. Thus L ¦ z is not complete. Let ß e $+
be such that Uß (jL Qz. Such a root exists otherwise Y will have two B-fixed
points given by the T-fixed points of C1(T • z). Consider the 2-dimensional variety
Xß C\(UßT ¦ z) and denote by TXß (C ker/3) its generic stabilizer in T. To get
our result, we are going to prove that T^- contains the identity-component Z(L)°
of the center of L. Indeed, it will imply that Z(L)° C ker/3 hence Uß (f. Qu.

Let yi and y2 be the T-fixed points of C1(T • z). If yt (i 1, 2) is not fixed
by Uß, we denote by y[ the other T-fixed point in G\(Uß ¦ y{); otherwise, we set

y'l yt. The points y[ and y'2 are distinct; this follows easily from Lemma 3.5 and
from the fact that T° is regular.

The variety X^ ß, being connected and containing the two distinct elements y\
and y2, is 1-dimensional.

Claim. There exist z\,..., zr and p\,..., pr+\ (r > lj *"¦ ^^ s«c/i i/iai dimT •

Zj 1 and such that pi,pi+i are the T-fixed points in C1(T • z{). Moreover, if
Vi y'i 0' 1, 2j then r > 2.

To get the elements Zj and pi, it suffices to consider the convex hull of the

support of Xß] the elements z-% (resp. pi) have as support the edges (resp. vertices)
of this polytope.

Because of the claim, we have now at hand at least two elements u and v
simultaneously in the closed Q-orbit of Y and in Xß such that: dim(T • u) 1

dim(T • v) and the cardinality of C1(T • u) n C1(T • v) is 1. Therefore (Tu n Tv)° is

of codimension 2 hence equal to TJ But since Z(L) acts trivially on the closed

Q-orbit, we end up with the required inclusion: Z°L C TJ
Assume now that T° T and that L • z is not closed. Therefore, there exists

at least one positive root, say a, in the root system of (L, L) such that C/a <£_ Qz.
Recall that we want to prove that the radical of Q acts trivially on Q ¦ z. But
since the center of L is already contained in Qz, we only need to prove that the
unipotent radical of Q acts trivially on Q-z. To do so, we proceed by contradiction:
suppose there exists ß G cî>+, ß ^ a. such that Uß C Qu and Uß (/LQZ. Then the
variety XßiO G\(UßUa ¦ z) is 2-dimensional and contains a dense T-orbit; denote
by Txß its generic stabilizer in T.

If yi and y2 are the T-fixed points (distinct from z) oïC\(Ua-z) and ofCl(Uß-z)
respectively, then y\ and y2 are necessarily distinct (as they do not have the same

support). If Uß ¦ y\ ^ yi, we denote by y[ the other T-fixed point of C\(Uß ¦ yi);
otherwise, we set y[ y\. Then the variety Xßßa is 1-dimensional, since it contains
the distinct points y[ and y2. But y\ and y2 must be the only T-fixed points
simultaneously in the closed Q-orbit of Y and in XßyO otherwise with the same
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arguments used in the first case (T° ^ T), we will have: Z(L)° C Txß- But this
inclusion is not true as Z(L) does not act trivially on Uß ¦ z. So we can conclude
that Uß must fix y\ and that there exists an element u in the closed Q-orbit of Y
suchthat: X^a C\{T ¦ u).

Let ys ^ yi be the other T-fixed point of the 1-dimensional variety Cl(C/_a -yi).
To summarize, we have constructed two 1-dimensional subvarieties XßiO and

Cl(C/_a • j/i) of the closed Q-orbit such that y\ is their only common T-fixed point.
According to Lemma 3.5, this yields the contradiction: (Tu n kera)° TJ DJ

5. Two-orbit varieties of type I

In this section, the two-orbit G-variety X C1(G • x) G ¦ x U G ¦ y is of type
I, i.e. T° T. Recall (see section 2) that a two-orbit variety is projective. So

we can embed X in F(V) with V^ a finite dimensional G-module. We identify X
with its image in F(V). The elements x and y of X can be written as x [vß]

and y [w>] with weight vectors v^ and v\. Since X contains only one projective
G-orbit the module V can be chosen to be of the form V(X) @ ®uV{v) with v in
the convex hull of W ¦ A.

Given /? G $+ such that £/g ^ Gx (such a root exists otherwise B C Gx),
consider z [wM + «M+/3 • • • + v^kß] & Uß ¦ x. With a judicious choice of x, (for
instance /x dominant), one shows easily that [wM+fc,a] G G • y. So finally, we can
choose x such that A fi + kß (take a T^-conjugate of the previous x if necessary).

The support of a root /?, denoted by supp /?, is defined to be the set of simple
roots which occur in presentation of ß as a linear combination of simple roots.

Proposition 5.1. If X G ¦ x U G ¦ y is cuspidal then G is simple. Moreover
supp/3 A with ß G $+ such that Uß <f_ Gx and y [v\] G Cl(Uß ¦ x).

Proof. Recall from the construction of the minimal induction pair (see section 4.2)
that since X is cuspidal, G must be generated by the parabolic subgroup Pi and
the elements w G W such that w ¦ [v\] G X\. Recall that P\ is spanned by H, B
and the elements n G Ng{T) such that Bn-x is closed in G-x and X\ Cl(Pi -x).

If G G\ x • • • x Gr with Gj simple and A Ai x • • • x Ar with Aj associated
to Gj, we are going to show that H H\X ¦ ¦ ¦ x Hr with Hi Gj for all i ^ io and

«o such that supp ß C Ai0. First of all, note that if a $ supp ß, then Ua C Gx.
Indeed, \i + la (£ > 0) is not of shape A — Y^ £a n7 ' 7' (weights of V) since
A jj, + A;/? (see the choice of x made above). Moreover, if a G A \ Ai0 then
with the above description of G (given by the cuspidal condition), we must have

U-a C Gx. Thus: U±a C Gx, for all a G A \ Aj0. The acting group G can then
be assumed to be simple.

To obtain the second assertion, consider the parabolic subgroup P D B
associated to supp/3 and the P-variety Z X D F)(®J/V'j/) for v A — 5^naa
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with a G supp/3 and na > 0. Then by construction, if supp/3
induction pair of X.

CMH

A, (P, Z) is an
D

From now on, G will be simple and x will satisfy the above conditions as well
as the two following ones. Consider x' [ly] another generic element of X and
/?' G $+ such that Uß> <£ Gx>. Suppose that [v+fc'/H € Cl(£/g/ • x') n G • y for A;'

a positive integer. The first condition we require on x is that A; must be smaller
or equal than A/. The second one is that \i must be greater than //, for \i and //
comparable, if k k' and // + A;'/?' A.

Consider a second positive root 7^/3 such that C/7 ^ Gx (there exists at least
one such a root which is simple). Denote by L the Levi subgroup associated to ß
and 7, i.e. L is the centralizer in G of (ker/3 n ker7)°. Then we have

Lemma 5.2. The normalization of the L-variety C\(L • x) îs a cuspidal two-orbit
L-variety.

Proof. Prom Lemma 3.4, we have L-x Cl(L • x) n G • x and C1(L • x) \ L • x consists
of a finite union of complete L-orbits. Thus, if C1(L • x) does not have two L-orbits,
we will have (L ¦ x)Ul ^ 0 for Ul an unipotent maximal subgroup of L (again the
same argument as in the introduction). It will follow that C1(L • x) L ¦ x. But
this equality can not hold since [v\] G C1(L ¦ x)\L ¦ x. Therefore, C1(L • x) has

exactly two L-orbits.
As we can not find any proper parabolic subgroup P such that Pu G Lx G P

(because U±ß, U±7 (jL Gx), the normalization of C\(L ¦ x) has to be cuspidal. D

By this procedure, we have constructed two-orbit varieties for some subgroups
L of G of semisimple rank 2. Thus, once we know what the two-orbit varieties

are, for all simple groups of rank 2, we will know in particular Lx (for all L's as

above) hence Gx.
Let us start with determining the cuspidal two-orbit varieties in the rank 2

case. For this, we need two technical lemmas. Let A be the convex hull of the

support of the variety G\(U7Uß ¦ x). We have the following picture and notation
in the weight lattice X of G.
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Lemma 5.3. The extremal points vt of A are W -conjugated to A and the ßi's are
some roots of $.

Proof. First of all, note that the points \vv.\ and the elements [vi\ whose support
is [z/j, fj+i] n X are contained in C\(UyUß ¦ x).

Consider the torus Tj° ker(z/i — z/j_|_i)°. Given a maximal torus T' of G^.j
(hence of G in the case of a two-orbit variety of type I) containing Tj° and assume

that Tj°.j is regular. Then we will have: Cg^.j) V hence T T' and thus T
will fix [wj]. But this is impossible since the weights vi are all distinct. Therefore,
the torus Tj° is singular and the ß^s are some roots.

Let us prove now the first assertion of the lemma. If A has more than three
extremal points then the cardinality of the support of [vi] is less than the cardinality
of suppx. So by the minimality assumption made on x, we must have [vi] G G ¦ y
and thus [vVi] G G ¦ y. If A has three extremal points, the assumed maximality of
the weight \i (x [vß]) forces v\ to be in W • A. D

Lemma 5.4. Let ô be a positive root such that [vs ,çX)] & Cl(Ug ¦ x), for 7' G A.
Suppose that: if there exists r > 0 such that \i -\- r^1 is extremal as a weight of
V, we must have \i -\- r^1 sa(X) for a G A. Then, £/y C Gx if (/x, 7') > 0 and

U-Y CGX if{n,i) <0.

Proof. If there is no r > 0 such that /x + vy' is extremal as weight of V then by
Lemma 5.3, we must have U1> C Gx if (/x, 7') > 0. If (/x, 7') < 0 and C/_7/ ^ Ga;

then C1(C/ r' • x) contains a T-fixed point oî G ¦ y and so does Cl(C/7/ • x) - which
is absurd.

Suppose now that Uy <£_ Gx and that (/x,7') > 0. Let x' £^(1) ¦ x € U$ ¦ x,
es being the natural map associated to S from C to Ug. Then by assumption
x' [vß + • • • + vs ,(a)]- The study of supp(eJg(l) • x') gives raise to a j > 0 such

that

rij
,(A) for s G C \ {0} and n3 > 0. (1)

Recall (see section 2) that Yß denotes an element of 0/3\{0}. Furthermore, consider
the support of the variety Cl(T • exp(l^ + sYy) ¦ x'). The points sa(X), sy(A)
are extremal points of this support but A is not; otherwise, we will have a gap in
this support since the weight 7' + s7/(A) is missing by equality (1). It implies that
[sa(A), s7'(A)] must be an edge of this support - which contradicts Lemma 5.3

since sa(X) — sy(X) is not a root, a and 7' being simple. The first assertion of the
lemma follows.

If (/x, 7') < 0, we can go back to the positive case with the element sy ¦ x. D

Let us show how we can apply these two lemmas to get the two-orbit varieties
in the rank 2 case, through the following
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Example. Suppose G is of type B2. Then there are two possibilities for ß: ß

«i + «2 or ß «i + 2«2- Let us compute qx in case ß o.\ + «2-

If Uai (jL Gx then a2 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.4 with (/x, a2) > 0.

Therefore UO2 C Gx. Let us show that Uai+2ct2 C Gx. If there does not exist

r > 0 such that /x + r(«i + 2«2) is extremal then this inclusion is given by
Lemma 5.3. Otherwise, we will have: /x + ra si(A). A simple computation
leads to: 2(A, a^) (A, a^). But in this latter case, /x does not satisfy the
good conditions; in particular, "A;" is not minimal. We have obtained the pair:

If UOl C Gj; then UO2 (jL Gx and we have (/x, ±«i) 0. Thus by Lemma 5.4,

we get C/±ai C Gx. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that Uai+2a2 C Gx. Therefore, we
have obtained the pairs: (6*05,504) and (SO5, Qx t (B Q±ai © flai+2a2)-

By the procedure given in this example, we get the two-orbit varieties for the
rank 2 case. More precisely, we obtain a description of the root system $(GX) of
Gx.

Lemma 5.5. Let 7 G $+7 we have the following:

(i) if (7,/?) is of type A\ x A\ then ±7 G ^(Ga;);

(ii) 1/ (7, ß) is of type A2 then ±7 G $(GX) or ±s7(/3) G $(GX);

(iii) «/ (7, /3) «s 0/ iype B2 with ß e-i+Ej then $(GX) n (7, /3) {ei - £j, £i};
(iv) i/(7,/3> is oftypeB2 with ß ex then $(Gx)n(7,/3) D {£l+£j)±(£l_£;f)}
$(G)(3) {}By applying this statement to a positive root /? of maximal support and to any

other positive root, we get the desired (G, [)). Let us work out two examples to
understand how it works.

Example. Suppose G is of type An. Then ß a\ + • • •

of type A\ x Ai, by Lemma 5.5-(i), we have ±«j G $(Ga;
an. Since (aj, /3) is

for 2 < { < n — 1.
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Moreover, Lemma 5.5-(ii) yields: ±«i G $(GX) or ±an G $(GX). This gives the
pair (SLn+1,Qln).

Suppose G is of type Bn and ß E\. Applying Lemma 5.5-(i) and Lemma 5.5-

(ii) respectively, we get {±0:2,..., ±an} C $>(GX) and respectively {ei + et :

i > 2} C $(GX) with ±(£i - £,-) G $(Gy or e4 G $(GX) for all « > 2. If
±«i g' $(Ga;) then {±«i,..., ±an_i,an_i + 2an} C «J^G^). Therefore, we
obtain the two pairs (S>O2n+i,502„) and (S>O2n+i,fla; 0ae^ fla © i) where *
(±a1;..., ztan-ijan-i + 2an). If ia^ g' $(Gx), we get the pair (SO2n+1,Qx

0ae*flaet), with *= (±a2,...,±an_i,an,£i-|-£n).

6. Two-orbit varieties of type II

In this section, the two-orbit G-variety X C1(G • x) is of type II, that is, by
définition, T° ^ T. We embed X in P(V) with V a finite G-module as in the
previous section. Then the generic element x can be written as [«a0 + • • • + «Ar+J
with the Aj's sitting on a same affine line, say Dx (because of Proposition 3.2). We
order the weights Aj of suppx in such a way that Cl(T-x) T-xU {[v\0], [v\r+1]}.
As elements of G • y, [v\0] and [wAr+i] are T^-conjugate, i.e. there exists w G W
such that Ao w(Ar+i). We choose x such that Ao A and satisfying the following
condition of minimality: if x' [v\ + • • • + vw>çX)] is another generic element then
w < w' if w and w' are comparable.

Let a be a simple root such that saw < w and Ua (jL Gx. Take for instance a.

such that (w(A), a) < 0. Consider the variety Xa C\(TUa -x) and in particular,
the convex hull A of its support pictured below in the weight lattice X of G.

Similarly as for Lemma 5.3, we get:

Lemma 6.1. The elements yi G Xa whose support sits on the Une Dt belong to
the closed G-orbit of X. The directions of the affine lines Dt are given by roots ßt.
In particular, the extremal points v% are W-conjugated andsuppyt [i/t, i/l+i]P\X.

I),
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The roots ßi span a root system of rank 2; let {a, ß} be a basis of this root
system.

Corollary 6.2. w sasß.

Proof. We know that sow < w and that A —w(A) can not be, up to a scalar, a root
because T° ker(A — w(A)) is regular (see Proposition 3.3). So we can assume
(a, ß) to be of type Gi with w (sasß)2 - the case w wq being easily ruled out.

Consider the convex hull A (see the corresponding picture). Since suppy4
[fj, fj+i] n Af, there exists a weight z/ G -Dx such that A — ßt v + A;a, A; > 0. In
other words, if Datx-ßt denotes the line of direction a passing through A — ßt, we
must have:

Dx n Da,A_A n x ± 0. (2)

If w (sasß)2 with (a,/?) of type Gi then ßt ß or ßt ß -\- a. But (2)
forces (A, a)/ ((A, a) + (A,/3)) to be an integer - which can not occur because

(A, a) ¦ (A, ß) =é 0 since T° is regular. D

Using this corollary and the same arguments given in the proof of Proposition

5.1, we get:

Proposition 6.3. If X is cuspidal of type II then G is simple or of type A\ xAj.
Furthermore, supp/3 U {a} A.

From now on G will be assumed to be simple or of type A\ x A\. Let L be the
Levi subgroup associated to a and ß and [ its Lie algebra.

Proposition 6.4. (i) // (a, ß) is of type Ax x Ax then lx t' 0 C(y_a + Yß) 0
C(Ya+Y_ß).

(ii) Otherwise, lx Ï 0 C(F_a + ySoc(/8)) 0 07e$+n(ai/3) fl7.
7^a,Sc,(/3)

Here, t' is the kernel of a-\- sa(ß) considered as element of the dual t*.

Proof Let ö sa{ß). Then (sasß(X), öv) < 0 hence Ys £ Q[Vui(x)] and Ys g gx.
In order to get: Ys + Y-a G Qx, we start to show

(A,av) (A,/3v). (3)

Set A miOa+niOß (m, n > 0) and consider the variety G\(TUa-x). The arguments
used in the proof of the previous corollary give a weight Aj G suppx such that
Y£ ¦ v\z is of weight A — ß (for r > 0). Translating the latter in terms of equations,
we get Ai A — a — n/mS and n/m G N. Similarly, considering the variety
Cl(Ua ¦ x), we get m/n G N. Therefore m n and

Y-a-vx -qYs-vXt, qeC*. (4)
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Finally, let Zt be the variety C\(T expt(Yg + qY-a) ¦ x), t G C. Its support is

entirely contained in the triangle with vertices A, sa(X) and w(A). But there is a

gap in this support: the weight A — a is missing because of (4). This implies that
expt(Ys + qY-a) G Gx.

To show that U1 C Gx for all 7 s $ \ {a, S}, we proceed by contradiction and
as before, we will find a gap in the support of Cl(£/7 • x).

To conclude, we have to note that if (a, ß) is not of type A\ x A\, then Ya +
Y-Sa(ß) <^ Qx- The first assertion is obtained just by symmetry. D

As a consequence of the previous proof, we have

Corollary 6.5. (i) (A,av) (A,/3V);

(ii) T° ker (a+ sa (/?))";

(iii) NG{H)/H is finite;
(iv) The normalization of C\(L ¦ x) is a cuspidal two-orbit L-variety.

The main thing to do now, in order to get the cuspidal two-orbit varieties of
type II, is to give the list of the possible (G, a, ß) where a. and ß are the positive
roots considered previously. If G is of rank 2, it is done already by Proposition 6.3.
So the acting group G will be definitely of rank greater than 2. Let us summarize
the properties of a and ß:

1) a G A, (w(A), a) < 0 and Ua <£ Gx;

2) A — w(X) G {a,ß)c, the C-vector space spanned by a and /?;

3) {«,/?} basis of (a,/3);
4) supp/3U {a} A;
5) w sasß]

6) (A,av) (A,/3v).

It will appear quickly that there are very few roots satisfying all these conditions
together mainly because of the two following statements.

Remark. Let 71, 72 and 73 be three roots of $ spanning a root system ^ of
rank 3. Suppose ^ satisfies the property:

r\ «i7i + n-272 + "-373 & ^ ==> V — "-373 & 3> (up to a scalar).

If 1] is a root of $ then (71, 72)0 H (73, ?y}c is spanned by a root or is equal to {0}.

Consider a simple root S such that (/?, (5) > 0 (then (5 G supp/3). Let 7 sa(J).
Then

(W(A),7)<0. (5)

Lemma 6.6. If a, ß and 7 satisfy the property given in the remark with 7 73
then (w(A),7)=0.
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Proof. If (w(A),7)^ 0 then according to (5), (w(A),7)< 0. And therefore, there
exists i] e $ such that A — w(X) G (7,?y}c (argue similarly as we did to get the
root /?). It implies: A — w(X) G (a, ß)c n (7, rj)c- But this is impossible because of
the remark and the fact that T° is regular (see Proposition 3.3). D

Start with G classical and suppose: (a, S) 0. If supp/3 A then a, ß and ô

satisfy the conditions of Lemma 6.6. Therefore we get: (A, S) (A,/?). But this
equality is incompatible with (A, av) (A,/3V). So assume that supp/3 A\{a}.
Then we have the following possibilities for (G, a, ß) :

• (An,a>i(i l,n),ä - a{);

• (G, an, e\ — en) for G of type Bn or Gn;

• (G, «i, £2 + £n) f°r G °f type Bn or Gn;

• (G, «!, e2 + £j(2 < j < n)) for G of type Bn, Cn or _Dn;

(£>+)
Applying Lemma 6.6 case by case, we end up again with a contradiction. Thus

necessarily, (a, S) < 0. The possible triples (G, a,/3) are now:

• (A3, a2, à);

• (G, a2, £i + £3) for G of type ß„, G„ or Dn;

• (B3,a3,â);

• (ß„,ai,e2);
• (Gn,a2,à);

(Gn,ai,2e2);

• (£>„,«!, â).

Claim. In all these cases, (w(A), 7)7^0.

But because of Lemma 6.6, we may also have (w(A),7)= 0. So we have to
reduce the list to

• (A3, a2, à);

• (C3,a2,£i +£3);

• (B3,a3,à);

• (Gn,a2,à);

• (-Dn, ai, à).

The fourth triple is ruled out just by considering (w(A),«i). The other ones
give raise to some pairs of the table (apply Proposition 6.4).

For the exceptional case, we proceed similarly and we obtain the left pairs of
the table. This ends the proof of Theorem 2.3.
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